I. INTRODUCTION
Re-sampling and interpolation play a central role in image processing. These operations are required to rescale. rotate images or to correct for spatial distortions. Shannon's theory [ 11 provides an exact sampling/interpolation system for bandlimited signals. However, this method is rarely used in practice because of the slow decay of sinc(z). Instead, practitioneers rely on more localized methods such as bilinear interpolation. short kernel convolution and polynomial spline interpolation, which are much more efficient to implement. especially in higher dimensions. These methods can all be studied from the general perspective of approximation theory [2] , [3], [4] , [5] , [6] . Here, we are aiming for results that are more quantitative and directly applicable to the comparison of practical interpolation and approximation methods. We will consider N-dimensional signals that belong to the space L'(R"). We will use the associated L2(RJV) norm to characterize the behavior of the error as a function of the sampling step T . Our computation is based on theoretical results in 171; the case of refinable functions (wavelets) is treated in more details in [8] . These formuke may be used to identify the interpolation/approsimation methods that give the smallest approximation error for a given computational complexity and/or class of signals. The results should also be useful for comparing the performance of wavelet transforms.
We define the N-Dimensional Fourier transform f ( u ) of a function f by the integral f ( < ) e -i w t f d N < .
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.\PPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS BY IVAVELETS
Classically, approximation techniques are linear operators: this means that the image of the approximation operator is a vector space. We assume that this space is wavelet-like, i.e., that there exists a generating function p(z) in L2(2") and a sampling step (or scale parame- 
A. Sampling and interpolatton
The approximating operator Qr makes use of a sampling operator ST which maps the functions f of L3 (P") to ['(aN) sequences: its form is where @ is a distribution and T the sampling step (the sampling frequency is obviously F = T I ) . Thus, the approximation operator becomes
As it is defined, STJ is not ensured to be in e 2 ( Z N ) . We therefore make the additional assumption that ~~L J [~~, o ( L J ) is square integrable for some P > $ (the Sobolev regularity exponent o f f ) and that (p is a distribution whose Fourier transform is bounded (such as the Dirac mass), which ensures that the samples are in e2(ZN) (cf.
[7] for the 1-D case; the proof in N-D is similar). .Alltogether, the conditions on 9, 3 and f ensure that L)T f belongs to L ' ( R N ) .
AN APPROXIMATION THEOREM
We shall use the L2 norm to evaluate the approximation error, and define ET(^) = Ilf -Q T~~I~( K N ) . One of the fundamental results of [7] (1-D case) is that this error can be computed exactly for bandlimited functions: this extends (for multi-wavelets, and for arbitrary sampling distributions) an already known result for the minimal approximation arror [9] . Our results are even more accurate, providing sharp bounds in the case of arbitrary L2(RN)
functions f (with a slight Sobolev constraint). In this theorem, the positive error kernel
where A(w) = CnEZN I@(w + 2n7r)I2. Note that E ( w ) can be also written as the sum of two terms
where it clearly appears that & ( U ) corresponds to the minimal approximation error (as studied in [9]), when @ is chosen to be the dual function of p. In that case, QT reduces to an orthogonal projector PT. In the practical cases where @ has to be a sum of equally distributed Dirac masses 6 ( z -n ) (quasi-interpolation), the coefficients can be determined by minimizing the contribution of E l ( w ) in (4). Considering asymptotic expansions, (4) provides an exact development up to the regularity order of the function to approximate: this is a consequence of e ( f , T ) x T'; which is more, theorem 1 tells us how to find a sampling distribution + such that the approximation error exhibit asymptotically the same development, up to a given order, as the minrmal approximation error.
A. Averagrng the L' error
In general, we want to be able to approximate not only f( .), but also any shifted version fu (.) = f(. -U). Since this may produce different values of the approximation error, we may be interested in a more "global" measure obtained by averaging the error over all the possible values of the shift parameter U. Since ET(^^) is 1-periodic in any canonical direction of RN, we define this average by A remarkable result is that y~( f ) can be computed exactly: it reduces to the first term of (4).
Theorem 2:
Under the same conditions on p, 6 and f as theorem 1, we have
This interpretation of the first term of (4) shows that the second is the variability that can be expected when considering shifted versions of one same function; moreover, the correction term to ET(^)' cancels on the average.
IV. REFINABLE WAVELETS
From now on, we shall restrict ourselves to 1-D functions. and even more, to refinable generating functions (wavelets), which have gained such a wide success in Signal Processing. We thus require that the approximating function p ( x ) satisfies a two-scale difference equation [lo] , [ll] (9) n In this case, the space VT generates a multiresolution analysis [12] , [13].
In fact, since the approximation kernel can be separated into two parts Eo and E l , we shall only concentrate on Eo assuming that the sampling distribution has been chosen so as to minimize the approximation error (i.e. El(w) = 0).
The filter G ( z ) = z,,g,,~-~ in (9) is supposed here to be FIR and to generate a regular function, which satisfies the Riesz condition (1). In particular, we assume that (1 + divides G ( z ) and define the quotient to be 2 -L Q ( z ) .
A. Asymptotic development
For f regular enough, we can find [7], [SI the asymptotic development of ET(^)^ as T --+ CO by knowing the development of E ( w ) near 0. In particular, if we concentrate on the first 4L coefficients (needing f ( 2 L ) E L2), the development can easily be computed from the generating filter G ( z ) .
Before giving the expression of the development, we recall that the 2-ir-periodic function A ( w ) = x,, 1$5(~+2727~)1~
can be computed exactly through the resolution of a linear system of equations [14] , [8] due to the existence of the refinement equation (9): this technique will not be detailed
here. It will thus be possible to find the exact coefficients of the development of R ( w ) defined by
4A (2w) in the neighborhood of w = 0; we denote them by a k , i.e. In the case of B-splines, generated by G ( z ) = 2-L+1 ( I + where <(s) is Riemann's zeta function n-', which can here (s is even) be computed exactly wilh the help of Bernoulli numbers.
R(w)

A.2 Daubechies wavelets
Daubechies wavelets [15] are generated by the shortest orthonormal filter G ( z ) which has L "regularity" factors 1 + 2 -l . In particular we have A ( w ) = 1 which simplifies
R ( d ) .
Here, we rely on the development of sin3L-1(z) in power series, whose coefficients we denote by dL,k k > O Additionally we define the constant CL = 4 4 + 1 L ( 3 .
Then the first 4L coefficients of the asymptotic development are given by
The first non-vanishing order is C; = { &f' and can be compared to the B-spline first equivalent: an asymptotic study as L -+ 03 shows that, in order for the Daubechies wavelets to achieve the same approximation error as the B-splines, it is necessary that the sampling step be r times smaller, which of course increases by the same amount the sampled data. This demonstrates the superiority of B-splines over Daubechies' wavelets for the approximation of smooth functions.
B. Upper bound
Theorem 1 provides a powerful tool for deriving a whole variety of bounds for ~~( f ) [ 7 ] .
Due to its asymptotic properties, we can go even further and exhibit a new sequence of bounds that are asymptotically optimal up to a given order. as shown in [8] . We shall not give all the sequences, but only some of them.
Recalling the definition (10) of R(w), one of our results for ET(^) is which gives an explicit value to the constant C'; that appears in the Strang-Fix error estimate [2].
B.l Splines
In the case of splines, a more direct computation provides We can also be more accurate by adding another term to the right hand side. With the following bound. our result is asymptotically sharp c ,
This is because the first term on the right hand side is exactly the B-spline asymptotic first order equivalent C; .
B.2 Daubechies wavelets
Using (14) , it can be checked that a first order upper bound can be written as where CY = { f j L ( 4 L 1 ) is here the first order asymptotic equivalent for Daubechies wavelets. In general, and in particular as L increases, the (CY)' term is larger than the second one, SO that this first order bound is close to the asymptotic equivalent: this is thus a sharp bound.
v. CONCLUSION The consistency of our results can be checked in figures 1 in both log-log plots, the exact approximation erand 2: -exact approximation error, and hrst member of eq (4) equivalent by eq (12) -exact hrst order asymptohc ular, we note how close the Daubechies upper bound (17) is to the first order asymptotic equivalent, and how close these two (easily computable) estimates are to the exact approximation error when T 2 0.5.
We expect that the general theory described here, and more generally in [7] may be helpful for the design of optimal interpolation methods under various constraints (restrictions on the size of the support, on the sampling scheme etc.. .). This has numerous applications in digital signal processing, as well as in the discretization of continuous systems.
